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LOOKOUT TRAINING
Introduction
By Paul Driscoll, Master Chief, USCG (Ret’d), Member, NMA Board of Directors
[Source: NMA Newsletters #64 & 65, New Work Safety Forum]
From Coast to Coast and the Great Lakes down to the Gulf, anyone who’s worked on the water, has spent some
time sitting on the dock or the fantail with shipmates, enjoying sea stories and other tall tales that always grow more
humorous with every telling.
These were most often lighthearted affairs that sometimes saw the new guy sent on a search for a few fathoms of
shoreline or a bucket of elbow grease. But every now and then, when serious questions arose, they got answered,
often by more seasoned crewmembers that you could just tell without asking, were speaking from first hand
experience. For those who listened in, the sharing of that experience would allow them to avoid personal injury or
embarrassment, which would have come about from making the same, often all too common mistake themselves.
Other times the pearl of wisdom offered was a little trick or tip, that once mastered, made their day-to-day job a bit
easier. At many of these dockside deliberations or fantail forums, the new guys who paid close attention would find,
within these anecdotal sea stories and scuttlebutt, good useable information, insights that for reasons no one has ever
been able to explain were only passed along in these word of mouth quorums, sailors were so fond of.
In every discipline there exists a base of esoteric knowledge that only those who have spent countless hours on the
job can grasp, an innate understanding at a level that allows them alone to effectively transfer these focused skills and
insights. Occupational insights, which their long investment of time has allowed them to acquire; and when revealed
to others in a manner that only they could, the observation appears simple, but until given this revelation in such a
fashion, odds are, the recipient would have made an otherwise common mistake, lacking this new insight.
There is a wealth of tips and tricks of the maritime trades floating around out there that others can benefit from, in
both their career development and personal safety. There are even a few seas stories, which while told for their
humor, possess valuable object lessons. So here’s an unofficial “Notice to Mariners” the NMA would like you to
share these tips, tricks and tales with us so that we can pass them along to your fellow mariners. So please email
them to us and we’ll vet them and queue them up for posting in the days ahead here on our website.
Safety Tip ST-001
For example, we’ll call this safety tip ST-001: It involves a vessel I sailed upon which made numerous transits in
and out of well-lit ports like Atlantic City, New Jersey, where the background lighting was almost blinding and our
lookouts seemed unable to pick up outbound targets. The bridge watchstanders, who had the advantage of the aid of
radar, had been growing irritated at the inability of the forward lookouts to detect these outbound vessels. One night
after we had moored up, I mustered the deck force on the dock to ask them what they thought was making it so
difficult for them to find these targets. In an irritated voice one crewmember asked, “How the hell do you expect us to
find running lights among all those city lights?” In that instant, I realized that neither I nor any senior member of our
crew had shared with them a simple trick that I had been taught back when I had been standing lookout watches. I
asked them that next time we’re underway, and making an approach on a well lighted harbor, to try looking for a
silhouette that is blacking out the background lights and then look where a running light should be on that silhouette. I
don’t remember ever having this issue arise with our lookouts from that point on.
It was simple mental adjustment, that once provided resolved a fairly serious problem, although I never
remember who passed it along to me or if it ever was placed in any of our training manuals. I do know that when I
received it, it was one of those tips that got passed along from crewmember to crewmember, and from that time
forward that was the case on aboard our vessel.
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Safety Tip #2, Improving Your Visual Acuity
This safety tip, while virtually at the opposite end of the detectable light spectrum, is closely related to the Safety
Tip #1. That tip covered the difficulty in recognizing and the best technique for detecting running lights hidden within
the background light clutter normally encountered when entering highly illuminated approaches as often encountered
when transiting a number of highly populated urban ports. This tip covers how to best detect unlit objects after dark.
To start off let’s go over the physical characteristics of the human eye. Understanding the strengths and
weaknesses common to human vision is essential to knowing how to effectively detect these objects. There are a
number of well documented studies on the human eye and night vision, but to limit this to our purposes, I’ve dropped
all but the basic essentials to give our mariners enough information to understand why we would suggest that all
mariners should make an effort to learn this technique.
Essentially behind the lens of the human eye, which focuses light on the retina, the retina is made up of sensors
that are a series of cones and rods. There are about 17 rods for every cone and it is the cones that make up the center
of the retina at the back of the eye behind the lens. These rods are located more to the periphery surrounding this
concentration of cones. The cones define color and fine detail and are most effective in bright light whereas the rods
lack fine resolution or the ability to sense color. The rods however have a much higher degree of sensitivity to light
making them far more sensitive to the detection of objects in low-light environments. In simple terms, at the center of
the human eye, there is a blind spot that does not see in the dark. If you attempt to look directly towards a low lit
target, it will be lost in this blind area at the center of the eye. Knowing this will allow you to train yourself to focus
on the information that rods are able to detect in low light situations. You can accomplish this by concentrating on
what the eye detects/sees 15 to 20 degrees off the center of your visual sight picture. While both rods and cones
function during day and night, after dark the rods will pick up far more information than the cones. In this approach
you primarily employ the light sensitivity of the rods in order to pick up small amounts of light that reflect off all
objects in the dark.
In practical application it is important to know that if you have been exposed to any bright lights before standing a
night lookout watch it will take the cones of your eyes about 5 to 7 minutes to attain maximum sensitivity. Whereas,
the rods which are far more sensitive in low-light situations can require an average of 30-45 minutes of complete
darkness to attain their full sensitivity to insure maximum effective night vision. Remember, the rods are most
sensitive and provide the greatest potential for detecting objects in a low-light situation.
As an example of why learning this technique is worth the effort, I need to share an experience a close friend and
former shipmate related to me. He was underway offshore operating in mildly inclement weather, where sea return
was causing a good deal of clutter at the center of the display on the radar scope. This sea clutter could not be
removed by common adjustments. His routine visual scans were picking up no running lights in any direction, but he
kept having the haunting feeling that there was something off the port bow. After several scans, he further sensed
something was there, because after repeated visual scans he had a growing impression there really might be a faint
white target moving through the water and coming in his direction. Standing on the bridge wing he began
systematically scanning that sector and paying close attention to what he was picking up at the edges of his vision and
suddenly there it was what sailors refer to a “Bone in her teeth.” He was almost certain now that out there in the dark
he detected the bow wake of a fast moving vessel. With little more that a gut instinct and a small amount of
information from the edge of his night eyes, he made the decision to come to all stop. He now was being distracted by
the thought that he was hearing the rush of water only to see a large military vessel cross just ahead of his bow,
running at high speed in darkened ship conditions, most likely conducting local war games.
But for this scrap of information and years of operating experience, which led him to err on the side of
caution, this event may have resulted in a tragic outcome. In a perfect world, all objects would be well lit and no sea
return would ever obstruct our radars. However, in the real world, those of us with enough underway time can all
share similar stories of close calls where, but for Grace of God and the sharp eye of a good lookout, things could have
ended badly. Taking the time to become proficient in this technique will cost you nothing and the payoff could be
beyond estimation.
If you have an experience or a tip you would wish to share with fellow mariners, we want to hear from you. Please
E-mail or write me, Paul Driscoll, at the National Mariners Association.
[Below: Contribution by Capt. John R. Sutton, Master, Inland, Any Gross Tons, Past President American Inland
Mariners
Association.]
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LOOKOUT TRAINING
The Lookout
Most modern vessels are equipped with radar or other electronic devices for
detecting objects. Radar, however, cannot detect colors, sounds, or smells, nor can
radar detect a person in the water. The lookout is the person who must watch for
things that the ship’s electronic devices will not detect. In a sense, the lookout is
the eyes, the ears and the nose of the vessel. His or her main duty is to watch and
listen. Although this may seem boring, the lookout is the most important watch you
will ever stand. As the lookout you are responsible for the life of everyone aboard
the vessel.
When you stand the lookout watch, you must report everything you see or hear
that is unusual or new to the scene. This includes all navigational aids, such as
day marks, lights and buoys, as well as possible dangers such as rocks, logs,
reefs, sandbars and other vessels. You must also watch for signs of distress
including smoke, small boats and flares. Above all, you should watch for things
that electronic devices will not detect: wakes, smoke, swimmers and possibly
low flying planes.
Never depend solely on your sight while on lookout watch. Your hearing can often
be of value when sighting something is difficult or impossible. For example, you
can usually hear foghorns. and ships or towboats, yet you may not be able to see
them. Also your sense of smell may be able to detect smoke before you actually
see it.
Mark the following statements True or False
____1. The lookout’s major job is to report all objects which he/she can see from
the vessel
____2. Because the vessel is equipped with electronic devices, the lookout serves
only to spot check for these devices.
____3. While standing a lookout watch, you depend mainly on your vision since
most smells and sounds you may detect probably come from your vessel.
If you note something new or unusual, report what you have noted and where you
have noted it to the pilot or mate on watch. Even if you think you have seen or
heard something, report it immediately. It may be nothing but the vessel can be in
serious danger if you fail to report something quickly and correctly. Never hesitate
to report anything.
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Circle the correct answer in the brackets.
4. If you merely think you have seen something while on lookout watch, you
(should, should not) report it to the pilot.
The lights on navigational aids and the navigation lights aboard vessels are always
white, red, green or amber. The lookout must be able to report these colors
accurately. For people with normal color vision, this is not a problem. Color
blindness, however, can be a serious limitation for a lookout. If you know you are
colorblind, let the mate know this before you go on a lookout watch. If you suspect
you are colorblind, make sure you are tested for this problem.
Answer this question.
5. What colors must you be able to report accurately while you are standing
a lookout watch?
Scanning Techniques
The lookout’s method of eye search is called scanning. Scanning is a step by step
method of looking, and it is the only efficient and sure way of doing the job.
In the daytime, your eyes have to stop on an object to see it. Try moving your
eyes around the room or across the water rapidly, and note that as long as your
eyes are in motion, you will see almost nothing. Now let your eyes move in short
steps from object to object. Using this technique you will really see what is there.
You may use binoculars to scan. To begin with, start scanning the sector nearest
the bow of the vessel. When you scan, hold the binoculars steady so that the
horizon is in the top third of the binocular field. Direct your eyes just below the
horizon. Without moving the binoculars, move your eyes in short steps across the
binocular field. Then shift the binocular five degrees downward and scan again with
your eyes. Repeat this process until you have scanned your entire sector. Finally,
make a return sweep with your eyes and begin again. The next diagram shows the
scanning process. Use the same technique if you are not using binoculars.
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SCANNING USING THE STEP BY STEP METHOD
When, while scanning, you sight an object, keep your binoculars on target. Take
your eyes from it only long enough to determine the relative bearing. Get back on
target, report the object, and stay there until your report is acknowledged.
This form of scanning does not come naturally. You must learn to scan through
practice.
Complete these statements with a word or a phrase:
6. When scanning with binoculars, you keep your __________ steady and
move your __________ in short steps.
7. To see an object during daytime, your eyes must __________.
8. When you sight an object while scanning, you should take your eyes from
the object only long enough to __________.
Night Vision
Your night vision differs from your daytime vision. First of all, you must adjust your
eyes to darkness. When you go directly from a lighted area to an unlighted area,
you seem to be almost blind for a few minutes. This can happen when you leave a
lighted area of your ship to go on night watch. Gradually your vision improves as
your eyes become a used to weak light. After about 10 minutes you may think you
see fairly well. Actually it takes 30 minutes for you to reach your best night vision.
This improvement of vision in dim light is called dark-adaptation.
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After your eyes are dark-adapted, you must learn to use your “night eyes.” In the
daytime you look directly at an object to see it, but in the dark you look away from
or to one side of an object to see it. You use off-center vision.
“Night eyes” can locate a moving object more easily than one that is standing still.
Since most objects in the water have a slow relative speed, we probably would not
see them at night if we looked straight at them. When we move our eyes,
however, objects seem to move and the effect is nearly as good. Thus while
scanning at night, a lookout should move his or her eyes in slow sweeps across the
area rather than stopping the eyes to search one section at a time. When using
binoculars at night, the lookout should shift his eyes in a circular path around the
inside of the binocular field. After scanning a sector at night, always blink your
eyes to rest them before scanning the sector again.
Mark the following statements True or False:
_____9.

When you go directly from a lighted area to an unlighted area, It will
take you at least 10 minutes to reach your BEST night vision.

_____10. The adjustment your eyes make in dim light is called dark-adaptation.
_____11. At night you must look directly at an object to see it.
_____12. At night, you can more easily locate a moving object than one that is
standing still.
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Lookout Reports
As a lookout you need to report the position of the objects you see. You can report
directions using the following simplified sectors.

SECTOR REPORTING
Always try to identify the object you see. To report the bearing of a ship, for
example, you should say, “ship off the port bow.” If you can identify the type of
ship, report the type. For example, if the ship is a buoy tender, you should report,
“Buoy tender off the port bow.” Try to report as much information about the object
as you can. If you cannot distinguish what an object is, you may report it as,
“Object off the port bow.” Always make every effort, however, to describe what
you see.
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Another simplified method of direction reporting is to consider your vessel on the
face of a clock with the bow being at 12 o’clock. Thus the buoy tender in the above
example would be reported, “Buoy tender at 11 o’clock.”

SECTOR REPORTING
Assume you are the lookout on each vessel labeled “SB” below. Report
the direction of the object near your vessel in each frame. Write your
report in the space to the right of each frame.
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When you report the position of a surface object, you must also report its range.
Range is the horizontal distance from your vessel to the object. You can report the
range in feet. Example: ”Log off the port bow, range TWO HUN-DRED FEET.
Estimating range is very difficult for someone who has never tried to estimate
distances over water. You will only be able to learn this skill through practice and
on the job training.
Assume that you are the lookout and you see the buoy in the illustration
below. Report the buoy’s direction and range in the space to the right.
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Reporting What You See:
You are the lookout and have identified an object and have determined its bearing
and range. How should you relay this information to the pilot? If you are the
lookout on the bridge wing you can talk directly to the pilot through the door or use
the radio to communicate. If you are the bow lookout, you can use the radio, the
sound powered phone or the emergency talk back system. You should
know how to operate each of the possible means of communication. Speak clearly
and slowly. Make sure that you have the button on the radio or sound powered
phone depressed fully before starting to speak. Hold the button down until you
have finished speaking. This avoids cutting off the first and last words of your
report. The button on the sound powered phone must be held down to
hear as well.
Other Duties
When assigned as a lookout, what other duties may be performed? NONE.
The lookout’s sole function is to be the eyes and ears of the vessel. While a
lookout, a person should not be painting, splicing line, cleaning or making coffee.
Other people should not carry on a conversation with the lookout. The lookout
should be rotated frequently to ensure that an alert, fresh, qualified person is
always on duty. The lookouts should dress for the weather so that rain, cold or
heat does not distract lookouts from their duties.
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Answers to practice questions:
1.

True

2.

False

3.

False

4.

should

5.

white, red, green and amber

6.

binoculars; eyes

7.

stop on the object

8.

determine the relative bearing

9.

False

10.

True

11.

False

12.

True

13.

Buoy abreast on the port beam.

14.

Ship off the starboard bow.

15.

Ship dead astern.

16.

Object off the port bow.

17.

Buoy bearing abreast on the port beam, range THREE HUN-DRED feet.
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Exam for lookout training session.
1.

On a vessel you must be able to distinguish the colors red, green, amber and
white because these are the colors of __________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

When you scan during daylight hours, you move your eyes in __________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

10
20
30
40

Your eyes adjusting to night darkness is called __________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

short steps together with your binoculars
short steps across the binocular field
a circular path around the binocular field
slow sweeps across your sector

Before you can be sure that you are seeing all that you can at night, you
must wait at least __________ minutes.
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

ships, hulls
navigational structures
navigational lights
signal flags

color blindness
snow blindness
dark adaptation
visual acuity

When you report an object’s direction, you report its position relative to
__________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

magnetic north
the horizon
true north
your vessel’s heading
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6.

What report should this vessel’s lookout give?

a.
b.
c.
d.
7.

Buoy dead ahead, position angle NINETY
Object dead ahead, position angle NINETY
Object bearing dead astern, range NINETY feet
Buoy bearing dead ahead, range NINETY feet

You think you see something floating in the water but you are not sure. You
should __________.
a. check later and see if the object is still there
b. ignore the object because it is small and hard to see
c. report the suspected object to the mate or pilot
d. ask the head deck hand to confirm the sighting

8.

You are the lookout on the bow. How should you relay a sighting to the
pilothouse?
a.
b.
c.
d.

9.

run up to the pilothouse and report the sighting yourself
send another crewmember the relay the information
wait until the mate comes to the bow
immediately report the sighting by radio or sound powered phone.

What other duties can you perform while you are a lookout?
a.
b.
c.
d.

mop the bow area
None. You must concentrate on your lookout duties
explain to passengers and crewmembers what you are doing.
chip and paint rusty spots on the deck near the bow
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10.

While a bow lookout in the fog, you can only __________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

rest if the visibility improves
leave if properly relieved or secured by the pilot
play a radio low if it does not disturb the passengers
watch from a sheltered area if it is cold
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Answers to the final test questions.
1.

c.

navigation lights

2.

b.

short steps across the binocular field

3.

c.

30

4.

c.

dark adaptation

5.

d.

your vessel’s heading

6.

d.

Buoy dead ahead, range 90 feet.

7.

c.

report the suspected object to the mate or the pilot

8.

d.

immediately report the sighting by radio or sound powered phone.

9.

b.

None. You must concentrate on your lookout duties.
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b.

leave if properly relieved or secured by the pilot
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LOOKOUT TRAINING
Relative Bearings
For those people who wish to pursue additional training in the Deck / Navigation
field, you will need to know how to report directions as relative bearings.
As a lookout you report the surface objects you see in terms of relative bearings.
This means that you report the object’s position (bearing) relative to the fore and aft
line of the ship’s keel, that is, relative to the ship’s heading. When an object is dead
ahead of the vessel, you should report its bearing as ZERO ZERO ZERO degrees
(000o) relative bearings run clockwise from ZERO degrees (000o) or dead ahead, to
ONE ATE ZERO degrees, or dead astern, to TREE FIFE NINER degrees as you
approach dead ahead again.
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RELATIVE BEARING
You should report relative bearings in three digits, digit by digit as in the table below.
Bearing
000O
010O
045O
090O
135O
180O
225O
260O
270O
315O

Spoken as
ZERO ZERO ZERO
ZERO WUN ZERO
ZERO FOW-ER FIFE
ZERO NINER ZERO
WUN TREE FIFE
WUN ATE ZERO
TOO TOO FIFE
TOO SIX ZERO
TOO SEVEN ZERO
TREE WUN FIFE

As you can see, the pronunciation of numbers is exaggerated in order to make them
clear over the radio or sound powered phone.
Always try to identify the object you see. To report the bearing of a ship, for
example, you should say, “ship bearing TREE FIFE ZERO.” If you can identify the
type of ship, report the type. For example, if the ship is a buoy tender, you should
report, “Buoy tender bearing TREE FIFE ZERO.” Try to report as much information
about the object as you can. If you cannot distinguish what an object is, you may
report it as, “Object bearing TREE FIFE ZERO.” Always make every effort,
however, to describe what you see.
Assume you are the lookout on each vessel labeled “SB” below. Report the
relative bearing of the object near your vessel in each frame. Write your
report in the space to the right of each frame.

.
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When you report the position of a surface object, you must also report its range.
Range is the horizontal distance from your vessel to the object. You can report the
range in feet. Example: ”Log bearing TREE FOW-ER ZERO, range TOO HUNDRED FEET. Estimating range is very difficult for someone who has never tried to
estimate distances over water. You will only be able to learn this skill through
practice and on the job training.
Assume that you are the lookout and you see the buoy in the illustration
below. Report the buoy’s bearing and range in the space to the right.

Answers to practice questions:

13.

Buoy, bearing TOO SEVEN ZERO

14.

Ship, bearing ZERO TOO ZERO

15.

Ship, bearing WUN ATE ZERO

16.

Object, bearing TREE TOO FIFE

17.

Buoy bearing TOO SEVEN ZERO, range THREE HUN-DRED feet.
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